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When in 1895 the artesian well was drilled at the U. S. Fish

Hatchery in San Marcos, Texas, the first specimens known to

biologists of the blind cave salamander, Typhlomolge rathbuni,

were brought up with the waters from the depths of the ground.

The animals were described by Prof. L. Stejneger. For several

years after this a relatively large number of the blind salamanders,

about 100 a year, were found in the basin of the well, but gradu-

ally the number decreased and lately has been reduced to a few

specimens a year.

When the question arose of subjecting this animal to certain

experiments on metamorphosis, it became evident that a number

of specimens sufficiently large for this purpose could be obtained

only through an extensive search in the actual habitat of the

Typhlomolge. With the aid of a special grant from the Rocke-

feller Institute for Medical Research an extensive study of the

caves of San Marcos and environment was made by the writer

and Mr. C. A. Campbell, at that time instructor in biology at

Coronal Institute in San Marcos, during the months of August

and September, 1916. So far as the number of animals obtained

is concerned, the result was disappointing. But, on 'the other

hand, several observations were made which seem to be of in-

terest as regards the distribution and habits of the Typhlomolge
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and which furnish valuable suggestions as to the methods which

must be employed in order to procure a large number of animals.

The writer hopes to stimulate a search for these salamanders on

a large scale, in order to make this interesting form accessible to

the experimental biologist who is in need of just such an animal

as Typhlomolge rathbuni for attacking many important problems.

GENERALCHARACTERSOF THE REGION.

As pointed out, the specimens described first by Stejneger were

found in the basin of the Artesian Well in the Fish Hatchery in

San Marcos, and were carried up into this basin by the flowing

water of the Artesian Well. During a two months' stay in San

Marcos, we secured only two specimens from this basin, but five

other specimens were found in three other localities, i.e., in Frank

Johnson's Well, in Ezell's Cave and in Beaver Cave.

In order to understand the conditions which might have led to

the present distribution of Typhlomolge and because these con-

ditions in the future may be an important guide in tracing the

subterranean channels which the animals inhabit, a careful study

was undertaken. It was found that the conditions in the three

places where we found Typhlomolge are essentially similar to

those existing in the locality from which the water of the San

Marcos Artesian Well is derived.

Before describing the well and the caves in which we found

Typhlomolge it is necessary to point out the geologic peculiarities

of this area of Texas, since these conditions not only led to the

formation of the caves but also to the present distribution of the

Typhlomolge. Whether or not they are also responsible for the

peculiar characteristics of the animal as Eigenmann and Stej-

neger assume, is an important question, the answer to which,

however, cannot be given before extensive experiments on this

species have been carried out.

San Marcos is located on the so-called Balcones scarp line.

This line runs from Austin to Del Rio in a south-westerly direc-

tion and separates in a most distinct way the Edwards Plateau

(north of the line) from the Rio Grande Plain (south of the

line). It forms the escarpments of the plateau towards the plains.

Along this line a faulting has taken place in Eocene time (Hill
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and Vaughan, p. 260), during which the part that now forms the

plain was thrown down and the northern part which now consti-

tutes the plateau was left behind. In consequence of this fault-

ing, any particular geologic stratum now lies deeper on the side

thrown down than on the plateau.

It was apparently this faulting which has led to the formation

of many cracks in the rock layers. The caves near the escarp-

ments of the Edwards Plateau represent gigantic cracks. Be-

sides this factor there is still another cause leading to the forma-

tion of caves in this region. The entire area of the Edwards

Plateau constitutes a huge outcrop of the Cretaceous. In the

soft strata of the various cretaceous formations of the plateau,

numerous caves have been formed by the mechanical force of the

\vater combined with its dissolving action. By this process most

of the rivers of the Edwards Plateau have disappeared almost

entirely from the surface, and their former beds are dry. These

rivers have sunken beneath the surface where they flow in sub-

terranean channels.

THE SAN MARCOSARTESIAN WELL.

When the Artesian Well of the U. S. Fish Hatchery in San

Marcos (Fig. i) was drilled in 1895, a number of water reser-

voirs were opened up by the drill. At present only the water is

used which rises from a depth of approximately 190 feet. Here

a cave filled with water was opened up ;
in it the Typhlomolge

lived. The water in this cave must have been under a pressure

sufficiently high to carry it up 190 feet. The Typhlomolge, thus,

lived most abundantly in water under high pressure and without

any access to air except that present in the water. The water of

this cave belongs to the so-called
"

sweet water
"

horizon of the

Edwards limestone in which formation the cave is located.

Wemeasured the temperature of the water as it comes out of

the tube of the well as approximately 21.5 C. Among the fauna

of the cave from which the water of the San Marcos Well rises,

are particularly conspicuous two crustaceans, both unpigmented

and eyeless, an isopod, Cirolanides texensis and a decapod, Palce-

monetes antrorum. The latter species is of particular importance,
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since so far it has been found to occur in all localities which are

inhabited by the blind salamanders.

The cave of the San Marcos Well, thus, is characterized in the

following manner: (i) It is situated in the Edwards limestone.

(2) It contains water derived from the
"

sweet water
"

horizon.

FIG. i. Basin of the Artesian Well of the U. S. Fish Hatchery in San Marcos.

(3) The temperature of the water is approximately 21.5 C. (4)

The water is inhabited by the decapod, Palccmonctcs antrorum.

FRANK JOHNSON'S WELL.

Approximately two miles southwest of the San Marcos court

house (see map, Fig. 2), the flat valley of the dry Purgatory
Creek crosses the Balcones scarp line opening here into the flat

valley of the San Marcos River. Its northern slopes are formed

here by the San Marcos Hill. Purgatory Creek originates near

the Devil's Backbone, the divide between the Guadalupe and

Blanco Rivers, at Boyett's Farm, about 14 miles northwest of

San Marcos. It is dry at present, but several of the older in-
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habitants claim that this creek had running water in it until about

50 years ago. At present only a few water holes are left in the

upper course of the valley and several sink holes have formed in

its lower course. These are filled temporarily with rain water.

In time of severe cloud bursts the water in the creek becomes a

*
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FIG. 2. Map of San Marcos Area.

1. San Marcos. 5. Ezell's Cave.

2. Artesian Well of U. S. Fish 6. Frank Johnson's House.

Hatchery. 7. Frank Johnson's Well.

3. Head of San Marcos River. 8. Swift's Cave.

4. Beaver Cave.

torrent rising to a height of 8 feet, but it disappears completely

within several hours. 1
Purgatory Creek has now become a sub-

terranean creek. Mr. Frank Johnson's farm is located near

where the creek crosses the fault line.

i The general character of a creek like this may be found described in Hill

and Vaughan, page 207.
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Mr. Johnson informed me soon after my arrival in San Marcos

that the blind white salamander has been seen in his well, and in

fact this well has yielded us more salamanders than any other

place. It is shown in Fig. 3.

The well is located in the valley of Purgatory Creek, a short

distance above where the creek enters the plain. Part of the flat

valley is visible in the figure. Near the well is a sink hole (Dris-

kel's Water Hole, see diagram, Fig. 4). The well was dug from

FIG. 3. Frank Johnson's Well. Showing the well house and at the right of

the well house the dry and flat valley of the Purgatory Creek.

a level of 613 feet 1 above sea (San Marcos Court House 620

feet) to a depth of 317^ feet. There a cave was struck which

now communicates with the well through a slit in the well bot-

tom, as indicated in the diagram (Fig. 4). From this slit the

water rose to from 3 to 5 feet in the well. This makes the sur-

1 Altitudes above sea level were measured by means of an anaeroid barome-

ter and therefore are only approximately correct (within several feet). Di-

mensions other than altitudes were measured directly, except when otherwise

stated.
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face altitude of the water about 584 feet. Mr. Johnson claims

that the water is flowing. There is no doubt that Johnson's Well

communicates with the subterranean Purgatory Creek. As in

the case of the San Marcos Artesian Well, the water in this com-

pletely water filled cave must have been under a pressure suffi-

ciently high to lift it to 3 feet in the well. It again is evident that

the Typhlomolge prefer to live in water under high pressure and

in caves which are filled entirely with water. The water of John-

son's Well has the same temperature as that of the San Marcos

Artesian Well and also has the same taste. Besides the Typhlo-

molge, Frank Johnson's Well contains also the Palcemonetes an-

troruin and the Cirolanides texensis.

\j4vwi ov s

FIG. 4. Purgatory Creek Valley and Frank Johnson's Well. Diagrammatic

section reconstructed from several cross sections. The figures indicate alti-

tude above sea level in feet.

Thus, though the water of the Frank Johnson Well represents

the subterranean Purgatory Creek, it shows great similarity to the

water of the San Marcos Artesian Well. Particularly the pres-

ence in Purgatory Creek of 3 species typical of the artesian well

would suggest that in some way the Purgatory Creek water is in

communication with the so-called sweet water horizon near the

San Marcos Artesian Well.

In Frank Johnson's Well the Typhlomolge were seen to pass

through the slit from the cave into the well. During my stay in

San Marcos, the water in the well was too high to catch the sala-

manders directly and for this reason traps were submerged in the

well. These were ordinary minnow traps. In the beginning they
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were supplied with various kinds of bait, but in this way only the

crustaceans mentioned above were caught. The Typhlomolge
did not seem to react to the bait, and later on when I observed the

animals in the laboratory, it became evident that the instinct of

hunger is not sufficiently strong in the Typhlomolge to make

them go into traps ; it is in fact very difficult to make these ani-

mals eat. Later on the traps were placed with one opening di-

rectly in the slit
;

animals passing out from the slit had to go

directly into the trap. In this way 2 Typhlomolge were caught in

Johnson's Well, one in August, 1916, and another in September,

1916. After I had left, n more Typhlomolge were found by Mr.

C. A. Campbell and Mr. Rufus Smith who from time to time

looked after my traps. Thus, Frank Johnson's Well yielded us

13 specimens of Typhlomolge. They were caught as shown in

the following table. The number is, however, too small to war-

rant any conclusions as to a possible influence of the season upon
the frequency of the occurrence of Typhlomolge.

August, 1916 i

September, 1916 i

November, 1916 2

December, 1916 i

January, 1917 2

April, 1917 i

Summer, 1917 2

November, 1917 3

One of the greatest difficulties encountered was to find a

method of shipping the animals from San Marcos to New York ;

most of them did not survive the trip. In fact, only two ever

reached the laboratory alive. The first seven specimens caught

were taken on the train in a bucket filled with water. The

jarring killed six. Among the eleven caught later on, only one

survived the trip. Its safe transfer was accomplished by a fortu-

nate incident. The animal was packed in a fruit preserving jar

filled entirely with water and shipped in the winter. On arrival

it was frozen tightly in a block of ice. This animal survived for

one year in the laboratory. The only thing it could be made to

eat were newly hatched larvae of Ambystoma maculatum. Though

kept for most of the time in a dark room, the skin which in the
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beginning was white with a bluish, mother-of-pearl gleam, had

darkened somewhat.

It should be pointed out here that slow reaction to food as

exhibited by the Typhlomolge'*- is noteworthy in regard to certain

findings of Miss E. T. Emmerson, who claims, upon anatomical

reasons, a close relationship between Typhlotnolge and the larvae

of Eurycea rubra. We are keeping a large number of such

larvae in the laboratory and contrary to my experience with the

larvae of Ambystoma and other salamander larvae, these larvae

react very slowly to food. In fact, it is impossible to make them

eat every day aside from the fact that most of the individuals of

this species will eat only at night.

EZELL'S CAVE.

Ezell's Cave was opened up several years before the San

Marcos Well was drilled. The entrance to the cave is located

on the southwest slope of the San Marcos Hill (see map, Fig. 2),

wr here it slopes down to the valley of Purgatory Creek about 2

miles W.S.W. of the San Marcos Court House, and not far

from a little ravine, the bed of the dry City Boundary Creek, a

tributary to Purgatory Creek. This location of Ezell's Cave indi-

cates that it belongs to the Purgatory Creek System, the river

found in it probably being the subterranean course of the City

Boundary Creek.

Ezell's Cave distinctly exhibits the aspect of a large crack in

the strata of the hill, brought about by dislocation of the strata

towards the Purgatory Creek Valley. The entrance to the cave

(approximately 6/0 feet above sea level) is part of a 62 ft.

slit in the surface (Fig. 5), which for the most part is closed

up by large rocks and runs from N.N.W. to S.S.E., that being

the direction of the long axis of all the various parts of the cave.

As the diagrammatic cross and longitudinal sections (Fig. 6 and

7) indicate, the entire slit so far as accessible is divided into two

compartments by means of the rock masses which were thrown

down during the process of dislocation and following corrosion.

i Normann, who kept a specimen of Typhlomolge in captivity, also reports

great difficulty in making the animal eat.
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These masses of debris form the bottom of the first story and in

the N.N.W. corner leave open a small hole ("entrance hole"),

2^4 feet wide through which a narrow canal ("tube") may be

reached which after running along the main axis of the slit for

a short distance leads down into the second story or water room.

FIG. 5. Entrance to Ezell's Cave.

This compartment of the cave contains a large body of water

(Fig. 8).

This pond is not formed by water which drains through the

strata forming the roof of the cave nor by water flowing directly

into the entrance of the cave, as the slope of the hill is drained in
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the course of rain. The pond is formed by a subterranean river,

which is evident from the fact that the water is flowing, though

hardly in a perceptible manner. The flow can be observed from

the dislocation of bodies dropped into the water at the N.N.W.

end of the pond. If the water is not disturbed such bodies will

arrive, in the course of an hour or so, at the S.S.E. end, thus

By means of a collapsibleindicating the direction of the flow.

RUttu.de

10

FIG. 6. Ezell's Cave. Diagrammatic section reconstructed from several

cross-sections.

boat which was brought down into the water it is possible to

follow the course of the subterranean creek towards N.N.W.,

(Fig. 9) for a distance of about 91^ feet. The crack extends,

however, beyond this point and by climbing over a number of

rocks the creek can be seen to continue in this crack. But we

had no opportunity so far to explore this part of the cave.

The greatest depth of the water is 13^2 feet, as far as it can
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be measured. It is, however, not possible to ascertain exactly

the depth of the water and of the crack, since the water is

covered in part by the overlapping wall of the crack forming

a ledge over the water (diagram Fig. 6 and photograph Fig. 9).

Underneath this ledge the ground can be seen to slope down very

deeply ;
it is possible by means of a strong light to see a f unnel-

RUitude

N-S.W

Ma in -H oo TIX
-

--/--

Entrance HoXe

lute

10

FIG. 7. Ezell's Cave. Diagrammatic section reconstructed from several longi-

tudinal sections.

shaped crater opening at the deepest part of the lake in which

no bottom can be seen.

The entire crack, with the water which it contains, is located

in the Edwards limestone
;

but as pointed out above, the structure

of the cave would indicate that this crack may extend into the

deeper lying strata.

The distance from the entrance down to the water surface is

94 feet, which makes the level of the water about 577 feet. The

altitude above sea level of the entrance of the cave was measured

merely by means of a barometer, but the figure approaches the

altitude of the water surface in Frank Johnson's Well near
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enough ; the water levels in Frank Johnson's Well and in Ezell's

Cave are approximately equally high.

The water is of an extreme clearness and of bluish color,

typical also of the water of the sweet water system. It also

tastes like this water and has the same temperature (21.5).

Using a sufficiently strong light one discovers immediately a

great number of Palccnionetes antrorum swimming near the sur-

,
.

FIG. 8. Water-room in Ezell's Cave.

face of the water, which thus contains also the same species of

animals as were found in the water of the San Marcos Artesian

Well and in Frank Johnson's Well.

Hence the water in Frank Johnson's Well and that in Ezell's

Cave have a number of characteristics in common. They have

the same taste, are of the same temperature, and their levels are

equally high. They harbor the same species of animals. From

their characteristics and from their location it seems that they

are parts of the subterranean Purgatory Creek System.

Furthermore, both of these water bodies have certain most
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conspicuous characteristics in common with the water of the

San Marcos Artesian Well. They are of the same temperature

and contain the same fauna. One naturally would think of a

direct communication between the Purgatory Creek System

and the caves which supply the San Marcos Artesian Well.

FIG. 9. Ezell's Cave Lake. Showing the overlapping ledge.

We caught only one animal (78.5 mm.) in Ezell's Cave. It

was sitting quietly near the bank of the river where the water is

shallow, and did not seem to mind pebbles dropped down into the

water near it, nor the glare of the light from two Columbia dry

cells. Wespent 12 days in the cave under the most varied con-
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ditions, and conducted a most extensive search for Typhlomolgc.

Hence the scarcity of this species is somewhat perplexing. It is

possible that the animals prefer to stay further down in the

passages and cracks filled completely with water under high pres-

sure, an assumption which is supported by the circumstances

under which the animals were found in both the artesian well and

Frank Johnson's Well. It may be that they rarely and only by

some incidental circumstances are induced to come to the more

open bodies of water.

So far as is known to the writer, the specimen of Typhlomolge

caught in Ezell's Cave in 1916 is the first and only one positively

known as having come from this locality. But it is claimed by

people in San Marcos, as Mr. S. N. Stanfield, teacher of biology

in the Texas Normal School in San Marcos, informed me, that

the first two Typhlomolge ever seen were found in Ezell's Cave,

i
Y-2. years before the well was drilled, in a small boat, which

had sunk in Ezell's Cave Lake.

BEAVERCAVE.

Not far from the entrance of Ezell's Cave on the southwest

slope of San Marcos Hill and at an altitude of 652 feet above sea

level, near the dry bed of the City Boundary Creek is situated the

entrance to Beaver or Wonder Cave. The location of the cave

would indicate that it belongs, like Ezell's Cave, to the Purgatory

Creek System.

Beaver Cave represents the aspect of a straight running crack

in the strata of the Edwards limestone, the same as Ezell's Cave
;

this crack, in part, has been widened out and its walls have been

smoothed down by the action of the water (Fig. 10). Its bottom

is made up of huge masses of broken-down rocks which form, at

some places, high cliffs and rock masses, dividing the entire cave

horizontally in a number of rooms connected by narrower tubes

with one another, and vertically into several compartments. Fig.

II represents a diagrammatic longitudinal section through the

cave, which gives an idea of the construction of this cave. In

Fig. 10, which was taken parallel to the longitudinal axis, the slit-

like shape of the cave is shown
;

it can also be seen how smooth
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the walls have been washed by the water entering easily through
the thin roof of the cave.

The longitudinal axis of Beaver Cave runs from N.N.E. to

S.S.W,, forming an angle of approximately 25 with the longi-

FIG. io. Interior of Beaver Cave. Photograph taken from rock 34 towards

board rock. In back of the right hand side wall at its lower end, the opening

of the
"

tube
"

is visible.

tudinal axis of Ezell's Cave ; the length of the entire slit is nearly

500 feet. It is claimed that there is a direct connection between

Beaver Cave and Ezell's Cave. We could not verify this state-

ment, and it seems certain no one has actually found a connec-

tion. Wefound that at .v in room VI. (see Fig. n) a number of
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tightly packed rocks and masses of

gravel make further penetration im-

possible at present and that the lo-

cation of both caves and the direc-

tion of their main axes are not in

favor of the statement mentioned

above.

The deepest depression in the

bottom of Beaver Cave is found in

the room indicated in the diagram

Fig. nas" Weil-Room." The bot-

tom of this floor is 62 feet below

the surface and therefore at a level

of 590 feet above sea level. As seen

from the height of the water level

in Johnson's Well and in Ezell's

Cave, no water of the Purgatory

Creek System should be present in

Beaver Cave. And in fact when

the cave was discovered there was

no water found. But a well drill-

ing made at that time from the sur-

face above the Well Room had in-

dicated the presence of water only

a few feet beneath the bottom of

the Well Room. Therefore, a hole

was dug in the bottom of the Well

Roomwhich led to water at a depth

of about 3 feet or at the same level

as the surface of the water in Ezell's

Cave and Frank Johnson's Well

(see Fig. 13).

At present one finds in the Well

Roomof Beaver Cave a rectangular

basin approximately 6 feeet in

length, 3 feet in width and 6 feet in

depth, the bottom of which is cov-

ered with mud and rocks, and the

walls of which are lined with logs.

\

' O
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This basin is filled with water half of its depth. Hence the surface

of the water stands at the same level with the surface of the water

in Frank Johnson's Well, and the suggestion seems justified that in

this basin again part of the Purgatory Creek System was opened

up. The water has the same taste as the water of the other

localities mentioned and also has the same temperature (21.5 C.).

In which way, however, this basin in Beaver Cave could be con-

nected with the other localities cannot be stated with certainty at

present, since the log lining of the wall made it impossible to

search more closely whether or not the rocks of the wall contain

any larger cracks or crevices. It also was not determined

whether the water is flowing. But its clearness and the fact that

the mud when stirred up disappears in a relatively short time

would speak in favor of a slight current in the water. There is,

however, one fact which hardly could be explained in any other

way than that the water in the basin must be in connection at

least at certain times with some larger bodies of water. The

well in Beaver Cave contains both the Palceinonetes antronnn and

the Cirolanides texensis, animals the transmission of which to the

basin since it was constructed must have taken place by means of

water currents which drive water from certain water bodies

(harboring these animals) through the well.

Hence it is most probable that the water of Frank Johnson's

Well, of Ezell's Cave and of Beaver Cave is the water of the sub-

terranean Purgatory Creek System.

In the well of Beaver Cave two Typhlomolge were caught, one

by means of a dip-net, the other in a trap which was laid with its

opening just in front of a hole into which the animal had been

seen to pass. One specimen was 82 mm. in length, the other

one the largest caught measured 120 mm. Both these animals

were observed for some time before they were actually caught ;

they proceeded to move in characteristic fashion as described

very accurately by Normann by intermittent walking and rest-

ing in the presence of light. Even when the rays fell directly

upon them, they did not seem to be disturbed. In this respect

our observations made in the animal's natural habitats, agree

verv well with the observations made bv Normann in the labora-
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tory. Pebbles and a pocket-knife dropped into the water near

the animal did not change its behavior; we have not found that

the Typhlomolge as Normann claims possesses a specially high

sensitivity towards disturbances of the water. Once stirred up
the animals immediately swim towards the walls, and if they

cannot find cover immediately, they swim along the wall toward

the surface pushing out their snouts above the surface.

Before I was acquainted well enough with the general situa-

tion in the localities in question and before I had other facts

indicating a possible connection between Beaver Cave and the

Purgatory Creek, the occurrence of the Typhlomolge in the

Beaver Cave well was puzzling, since it seemed to be difficult to

explain how they could have been transferred to the well. In an

anatomical study performed on Typhlomolge rathbuni, E. T.

Emmerson points out the close relationship existing between

Typhlomolge and Eurycea (Spelerpes}, in particular Eurycea

rubra and suggests that Typhlomolge may be the larva of an

unknown species of the genus Eurycea. The writer of this article

has a large number of larvae of Eurycea rubra under observation

and finds that in certain habits (feeding and especially the push-

ing out of the snout above the water when aroused) a remarkable

resemblance exists between Typhlomolge and Eurycea rubra, a

resemblance which was not observed by the writer in larvae of the

many other species of salamander closely watched in the labora-

tory. Concerning, however, the assumption that Typhlomolge
is the larva of some species of Eurycea, this meets with one diffi-

culty if it should mean that this species is still in existence.

Ezell's Cave and especially Beaver Cave were closely searched

for the presence of other salamanders. None were found in

Ezell's Cave. In Beaver Cave, however, Mr. Campbell found

about 20 specimens all belonging to the species Plethodon gluti-

nosus; this is the only salamander which we could detect in these

and other caves of the area around San Marcos. In view of this

fact it appears that the suggestion as to whether or not Typhlo-

molge is the larva of a species represented at the present time

also by metamorphosed specimens would be hardly more than

speculation. It is, however, certain that it would be of the
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greatest value to raise the Typhlomolge, in order to study closely

their mode of propagation, development and to subject these

animals to certain experiments indicated by our present technic

in the study of the metamorphosis of other salamanders.

In connection with the metamorphosis of Typhlomolge it may
be pointed out that Miss Emmerson has made a statement which

is so important that it arouses curiosity as to why it has attracted

so little attention. Miss Emmerson searching for the organs of

internal secretion of Typhlomolge found that the animal possesses

a thymus gland, but she could not find a thyroid gland. If the

lack of a thyroid gland could be confirmed and we are prepar-

ing some of our specimens for examination with that end in

view Miss Emmerson's discovery will explain why the Typhlo-

molge cannot metamorphose at present, since Allen has demon-

strated that larvae of frogs and toads whose thyroids were ex-

tirpated did not metamorphose, though the controls with intact

thyroids all metamorphosed. Do the Proteidas (Proteus) possess

thyroids, is the lack of the gland common to all of them? And
what are the reasons for the atrophy of the gland? These are

problems which call urgently for investigation.

From the facts mentioned above it is certain that the Typhlo-

molge inhabit the subterranean waters which constitute the

Purgatory Creek System and a subterranean water channel which

supplies the San Marcos Artesian Well. These two systems are

located north and south respectively from the Balcones scarp

line. On account of the faulting, though both the Purgatory
Creek Caves and the Artesian Well Cave are located in the same

geological formation, the latter cave occupies a position several

hundred feet deeper than the Purgatory Creek Cave; this is

indicated in the diagram, Fig. 12. The water in both systems is

of different origin, as may be seen from this diagram. The

water of the Artesian Well is the so-called "sweet water," which

on the plateau, i.e., in the region of the Purgatory Creek System,

is carried in beds below those in which the caves of the Purga-

tory Creek System are located. The "
sweet water

"
is caught by

the basement beds of the Cretaceous, the Travis Peak and Glen

Rose formation, where they outcrop on the plateau, and is carried
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down along the slanting stratum beneath the geologically higher

situated Edwards limestone and towards the fault. Along the

fault, however, the continuity of the water-bearing strata is

broken and they come to lie in one level with the Edwards lime-

stone of the plain ; thus, here the water is forced from the Glen

Rose formation into the Edwards limestone. 1

fe l-~f
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FIG. 12. Ezell's Cave. Balcones scarp line and Artesian Well of U. S.

Fish Hatchery in San Marcos, Texas. Diagrammatic section showing the

position of northern and southern part of the various cretaceous formations

to each other after the dislocation of the Rio Grande Plain in Eocene time

accomplished by faulting. The figures on the left-hand side of the diagram

indicate altitude above sea level in feet.

The water of Johnson's Well, Ezell's Cave and Beaver Cave,

however, is the river water of the subterranean Purgatory Creek.

The level of the Purgatory Creek in these localities at present is

at an altitude of about 580 feet, that of the Artesian Well 360

feet.

Hill and Vaughan, page 315.
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But as indicated above, it is quite probable that a direct com-

munication has been established between these two systems by

means of channels which according to our calculations would have

a depth of about 200 feet
;

if this is a fact, the relation between

the various bodies of water in question would be as shown in

the diagram of Fig. 13.

FIG. 13. Purgatory Creek System. Artesian Well and San Marcos Springs

at San Marcos, Texas. Diagrammatic section reconstructed from several

sections, showing the way in which these waters probably communicate with

each other. The figures indicate altitude above sea in feet.

It is of great importance to ascertain whether or not such a

communication exists, since this would facilitate following the

Typhlomolge along the course of travel and since it would permit

conclusions as to the mode of the distribution of the species.

Besides the suggestive structure of Ezell's Cave there are a num-

ber of facts which are in favor of the existence of a communica-

tion. If no connection between the two systems exists it would

mean that the Typhlomolge lived in the subterranean rivers be-
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fore the present southern and northern parts of the Edwards

limestone were separated from each other, and that after the

dislocation in Eocene time part of the species was caught in the

caves of the Edwards limestone of the San Marcos area south

of the Balcones where it lived completely isolated from the rest of

the species. Since the specimens obtained from Ezell's Cave and

the Artesian Well are identical, it would mean either that the

species remained absolutely unchanged since Eocene time, or if

it changed, underwent exactly similar changes in the open ponds

of the subterranean Purgatory Creek and in the completely closed

and water-filled subterranean caves of the Artesian Well. It is

evident that none of these possibilities is probable.

Not only the Artesian Well at San Marcos but numerous other

artesaan wells along the Balcones escarpments are supplied from

the sweet water horizon
; yet from none of them, except the San

Marcos Well, Typhlomolge has ever been reported. This would

be explained if the San Marcos Well contains besides the sweet

water also the Purgatory Creek water, since this certainly could

not be true for the other wells. Probably the Purgatory Creek is

the original habitat of the Typhlomolge and later on the animals

migrated down to the water channels of the Artesian Well.

Also in none of the fissure springs of the Balcones scarp line,

not even in the San Marcos springs though they all come from

the sweet water reservoirs, Typhlomolge ever has been collected.

The same explanation as to the artesian wells could be applied

to these springs, if a communication exists between the Purga-

tory Creek System and San Marcos well.

Finally an incident may be mentioned here which also would

speak in favor of the existence of a direct communication between

the Artesian Well and the Purgatory Creek System. Mr. Mark

Riley, superintendent of the U. S. Fish Hatchery, informed me

that in the basin of the Artesian Well a number of catfish were

kept at one time, but they disappeared gradually from the basin

and it is claimed that they migrated into the tube of the artesian

well. The writer is not prepared to form an opinion concerning

the probability of such migration. One day, however, while I

was looking for Typhlomolge in Ezell's Cave, I saw some fishes
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hiding behind the rocks. Shortly after this we caught two fishes

by means of hooks which were placed near the rocks where I had

seen the fishes
; both were catfish. And they were the only speci-

mens of fish which I ever saw in Ezell's Cave during the 12 days

I spent there. If these were identical with the individuals kep?

in the basin of the Artesian Well, it certainly would be proof of

the existence of a communication between the Purgatory Creek

System and the San Marcos Artesian Well. It would be of great

importance to trace the course of the water in Ezell's Cave and

Johnson's Well down to the reservoir of the Artesian Well. As

suggested by the possible migration of the catfish, such methods

could be easily designed and will be employed as soon as the in-

vestigations can be continued.

In case of a connection between the two systems, the water

contained in each one would be a mixture of the Purgatory Creek

water and the sweet water. In all four places in question the

water has the same taste and the same temperature. It contains

besides the Typhlonwhjc a number of typical species, among
them the Palcemonetes antrorum, which I found to occur in all

four localities.

OTHERLOCALITIES IN PURGATORYCREEK VALLEY.

After it was found that the Typhlomolge inhabit subterranean

regions probably representing the Purgatory Creek System, it was

interesting to visit other caves of the Purgatory Creek. One of

them is Swift's Cave, on the slope closing the valley towards

southwest and abuot I mile above Frank Johnson's Well. The

entrance to the cave is situated at an altitude of 701 feet above

sea level. Though no water could be reached so far according

to what has been said above, it would have to be found about 114

feet below the entrance there is in this cave a narrow tube

leading down which has not been followed
;

further examination

may reveal the presence of some passages to the water.

Further up the valley 14 miles above San Marcos, Boyett's

Cave is located at an altitude of about 1,100 feet; there the

Purgatory Creek valley starts. No water was found in Boyett's

Cave down to a depth of 50 feet and no passages leading further
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down were discovered. But in the large main hall of this cave

one notices along the walls a whitish deposit for about 3^-2 feet

above the ground and forming a straight horizontal line running

along the walls, as seen in Fig. 14. This indicates the former

presence of water in this cave. Probably with the general dis-

FIG. 14. Boyett's Cave.

appearance of the water from the Purgatory Creek valley and its

fall to deeper levels, flowing water has disappeared from the cave.

There are, however, a number of small shallow pools (several

inches deep) formed from dripping water in the sandy bottom
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of the main hall. In these pools certain crustaceans are found in

large numbers, which according to Dr. Ortmann, are at least very

closely related to if not identical with the species Stygonectes

flagellatus? an amphipod knowr n from the San Marcos Well.

Thus, this animal, which through its mode of living is well

adapted to the conditions prevailing at present in Boyett's Cave,

is the only remnant there of the Purgatory Creek System fauna.

THE SAN MARCOSSPRINGS.

According to Hill and Vaughan it is quite certain that the San

Marcos Springs, like all other fissure springs along the escarp-

ments of the Edwards Plateau, are of the same origin as the ar-

tesian wells of this area, and hence the water of the .San Marcos

Springs comes from the same reservoir which supplies the Arte-

sian Well at San Marcos Fish Hatchery. Wemight expect there-

fore that between these two localities ways of communication

exist along which the Typhlomolge may travel.

We have not so far subjected the San Marcos Springs to a

thorough examination, but a brief mention may be made of cer-

tain facts valuable for future exploration. The water of the San

Marcos Springs comes from funnel-like depressions of the sur-

face (see diagram, Fig. n), and forms a little lake which is the

head of the San Marcos River. The openings through which the

water emerges lie deeper (at an altitude of only 532 feet) than

the surface of the water of Purgatory Creek. The surface of

the lake which is artificially dammed, is 559 feet above sea level.

The temperature of the water in a little spring on the bank of the

lake is 21.5 C,, like that of the water of the Purgatory Creek

system and the Artesian Well.

Towards the south the valley at the head of the River continues

and forms the bed of the San Marcos River in which the water

is flowing, but this valley can be traced also north of the springs,

though here it is dry.

Unconfirmed claims have been made that the "white sala-

mander " was seen at the head of the river, but that it had de-

veloped eyes and turned brownish. These statements are, no

i For further information see Benedict and Weckel.
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doubt, due to the occurrence there of the larvse of other sala-

manders which have been mistaken by the layman for Typhlo-

molge. But even if the animal should come up into the lake, it

would be quite difficult to find it there; unaccustomed to such

rapacious enemies as certain fishes which abound in the lake, the

blind Typhlomolge would soon fall a victim.

There are, however, two localities further up in the dry valley

which it might be important to examine. One is a hole resembling

a well hole because of its regularity. It is about 6 feet deep. Mr.

Bidler who is well acquainted with conditions as they were 20 to

30 years ago in this area, informed the writer that at one time this

hole was much deeper and contained a small body of water. He
assured me that one day in the water of the hole two white

Typhlomolge were seen. At any rate this hole should be pre-

pared for examination by removing the gravel and rocks and thus

penetrating to the water, the level of which would be approxi-

mately that of the water in Purgatory Creek. The place could be

easily prepared so as to make trapping there a success.

Near this place on one of the slopes of the valley is situated

another hole (on the property of Mr. Mark Riley), which much

resembles the entrance to Beaver Cave. In former years, before

the water which abundantly drains into that hole had washed

gravel into it, one could penertate it for some distance and reach

a place at which the sound of water could be heard.

The writer believes that the exploration of the two places men-

tioned would lead to a definite knowledge about the presence of

Typhlomolge in the San Marcos River valley.

OTHERPLACESTO BE EXPLORED.

It is clear that Typhlomolge cannot be procured in abundant

number by collecting in one or two places only, since these ani-

mals pass only in small numbers from the deep water-filled caves

into the open water bodies of the higher horizons. Successful

collecting must have as a basis the discovery of a large number of

places where some of these animals can be found. Traps must

be laid in all these places and watched for some time. Assuming
that from three such localities 5 specimens could be obtained in
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the course of two months, as was the case in Ezell's Cave,

Beaver Cave and Johnson's Well, a steady and skillful worker

could collect from 18 such places 180 specimens in a year, a num-

ber sufficiently large to start experimental work on the species

and to keep a sufficient number for breeding stock. For this

reason an attempt will be made to mention briefly a number of

other places where Typhlomolge may possibly be found.

There are two caves on the ranch of Mr. Bender at Spring

Branch, 40 miles above San Marcos and about 1,100 feet above

sea level. One is a narrow channel through which the head water

of Spring Branch Creek passes out. The channel is filled almost

to the top with water but it is possible to penetrate it to a depth

of 350 feet. Since the water is flowing quite rapidly, it is not

likely to contain Typhlomolge, but a more thorough search might

be conducted. The other cave represents a narrow crack in the

strata containing water at a depth of 45 feet. It is only a small

pool, which, however, is part of a larger body of water covered

by overlapping ledges. The temperature of the water is 20.5 C.

Besides frogs, some other animals inhabit this pool. They could

not, however, be identified, as upon our approach they imme-

diately dived underneath the ledge.

More important still is the water on Mr. Bremer's ranch, at

the water hole of the Cypress Fork in Hays County, a tributary

branch of the Blanco River, about 1,000 feet above sea level.

The water hole (Jacob's well) itself is filled with blue water

which has a temperature of 22.5 C. On account of the large

black basses inhabiting the hole one would not expect to find

Typhlomolge there. But further up on one of the slopes of the

dry valley is located the entrance to a cave in which the water

(probably of Jacob's well) could be reached. Wepenetrated to

a place where a number of small holes perforate the bottom of

the cave; pebbles thrown into the holes evoked the sound of

rather deep water. By dislocating a large rock, it would be pos-

sible to make one of the holes large enough to gain access to the

water.

It might be valuable to mention a few places in which, accord-

ing to Mr. S. A. Stanfield, Typhlomolge have been seen :

Burnet Cave, Kendall County, near Burnet.
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A spring near Twin Sister Mountain, Hays County, 2 miles from

Wimberly.

A spring near Ozona, 100 miles from San Marcos.

SUMMARY.

1. At present it is certain that Typhlomolge rathbuni inhabits

the subterranean water of the Purgatory Creek System just north

of the Balcones scarp line and one mile further up, and the caves

of the Artesian Well of the U. S. Fish Hatchery at San Marcos,

which seem to be in direct communication with the Purgatory

Creek System by means of channels about 200 feet deep.

2. The populations of the species Typhlomolge rathbuni north

and south of the present Balcones scarp line have not been sepa-

rated from each other by the process of faulting in Eocene time,

but have developed in unrestricted communication with one

another.

3. No certain data are available as regards the occurrence of

Typhlomolge in the San Marcos Springs and in the dry valley of

the San Marcos River north of the Springs. Since .the Springs

come from the same water reservoir as the Artesian Well, further

investigations should be conducted.

4. All the localities containing Typhlomolge are located in the

Edwards limestone region, but the caves of the Artesian Well are

200 feet deeper than the rest.

5. Typhlomolge have been found in the Purgatory Creek Sys-

tem at an elevation of approximately 585 feet above sea level.

Where this level could not be reached as in the upper Purgatory
Creek valley, only remnants of the Purgatory Creek System fauna

(Stygonectes flagellatum) were found.

6. The water inhabited by Typhlomolge seems to be slowly

flowing water.

7. The temperature of the water is approximately 21.5 C.

and it is inhabited by the decapod Palazmonetes antrorum. Since

the latter animal is much more numerous and can be detected

much easier than the Typhlomolge, its presence may be taken as

an indication that the place is promising as regards the presence

of Typhlomolge.
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8. The rarity of the Typhlomolge seems to be due to the ani-

mal's habit of preferring deep lying cracks or crevices, com-

pletely filled with water at a higher pressure than exists in the

more open bodies of water located at higher levels.

9. As regards the habits of the Typhlomolge in its natural

habitat we were able to confirm Normann's observations made in

the laboratory in respect to the peculiar mode of walking of this

animal and its indifferent attitude to light. But we did not find

the animal particularly sensitive to water waves.

10. In feeding and swimming when aroused, Typhlomolge

shows a close resemblance to larvae of Eurycea rubra.

u. The assumption, however, that Typhlomolge is the larva

of some unknown and still existing species of the genus Eurycea
as made by Emmerson could not be confirmed, since with the ex-

ception of the species Plethodon glutinosus no tailed Batrachians

were found in the caves. More important than this assumption

is the fact that Typhlomolge, according to Emmerson, lack a

thyroid, which would explain why these animals cannot meta-

morphose.

12. In order to collect a large number of specimens necessary

for experimental work and intensive study of the species, as

many places as possible must be discovered which may contain

Typhlomolge, and collecting must be conducted simultaneously

in all these places.

13. The best method of catching the animals is by trapping,

but this method must be improved. It seems probable that live

bait is not attractive to the animals. Instead of relying upon bait,

the large openings of the traps should be laid in the path of the

animals.

I desire to express my indebtedness and warm thanks for the

assistance which they have so generously rendered me in this

work, to the persons whose names I take pleasure in stating

below :

Mr. C. A. Campbell, instructor in biology at Coronal Institute

in San Marcos, for his enthusiastic and skillful assistance and

his most enjoyable company during the collecting trips.

Dr. H. F. Moore, Acting Commissioner of U. S. Fish Hatch-
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cries, for permission to keep apparatus and outfit as well as ma-
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Mr. Frank Johnson for permission to use and abuse his well in

every conceivable way and for valuable suggestions and help in

catching Typhlomolge out of the well.

Mr. Mark Riley, Superintendent of U. S. Fish Hatchery in

San Marcos for aiding the work in every possible way.

Dr. W. T. Vaughan, of the U. S. Geol. Survey, and Prof. C.

Eigenmann for valuable suggestions as to traveling and local con-

ditions in Texas.

Dr. T. W. Stanton and Mr. L. W. Stephenson, of the U. S.

Geol. Survey, for determination of the various rock specimens

collected from the caves.

Dr. H. E. Ortmann for identification of the various species of

Crustaceans.

Dr. L. Stejneger for identification of the salamander Plethodon

glntinosiLS.

Library of the Brooklyn Museum and in particular Miss S. H.

Hutchinson, the librarian, for extensive help in obtaining the

literature.

Mr. S. W. Stanfield, teacher in biology at the State Normal

School in San Marcos for valuable suggestions.
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